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Instructions
Power Drops: For the individual treatment of birds. If you see a bird that looks sick, give it 5
Power Drops once or twice a day, depending on how sick it is.
You may flock treat the complete section of the loft by putting Power Drops on the feed. Some
fanciers do this when they expect the race will be a hold over or they expect rain along the way.

Five Star: This is my deep cleaning product, or also called my Hammer product. This is the product
you use when all else fails. Developed specifically for one loft races and fanciers hosting futurity
birds, when all hell seems to break out in your loft. This product is not intended to be used weekly, but
sparingly at strategic times during the racing and breeding seasons.
Racing: Use for two days (always with Show Stopper) on the feed, three weeks before you start mixing
your birds with other birds on the training truck. We do this to make sure the birds are not harboring
any hard to reach pathogenic populations of bad bacteria, protozoans (cocci, canker, guardia), parasites,
etc. and then use it again, three weeks after you start mixing your birds with other birds on the training
truck. You may use it every six weeks thereafter during the racing season. Do this for old bird season
and young bird season.
Breeding: Give to the breeders for two days (always with Show Stopper), three weeks before you put
your breeders together.
Pre-emptive strike: Any time you hear that there is Young Bird type sickness (throwing up grains,
watery spurting droppings) on the training truck or race truck, give Five Star (always with Show
Stopper) for two day to head off any problems in your loft.
Dose is one teaspoon of Five Star + one teaspoon of Show Stopper on the feed for 50 birds. You may
use a little oil on the feed to make the powder stick to the seeds. Most problems clear up in two days,
however extreme situations might take up to five days.
You never use Five Star by itself, always use it with Show Stopper. Do not use water to moisten the
seeds before applying the Five Star powder. Do not use water with Five Star always use salad oil if
you want to moisten the feed before apply the Five Star to the feed.
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